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Basal cell carcinomas (BCCs) are very common epithelial cancers that depend on the
Hedgehog pathway for tumor growth. Traditional therapies such as surgical excision are
effective for most patients with sporadic BCC; however, better treatment options are
needed for cosmetically sensitive or advanced and metastatic BCC. The first approved
Hedgehog antagonist targeting the membrane receptor Smoothened, vismodegib, shows
remarkable effectiveness on both syndromic and nonsyndromic BCCs. However, drug-resis-
tant tumors frequently develop, illustrating the need for the development of next generation
Hedgehog antagonists targeting pathway components downstream from Smoothened. In this
article, we will summarize available BCC treatment options and discuss the development of
next generation antagonists.

Basal cell carcinomas (BCCs) are locally in-
vasive epithelial tumors that arise from

activating mutations in the Hedgehog (HH)
signaling pathway (Rubin et al. 2005). HH-de-
pendent cancers emanate from many organs
such as brain, pancreas, prostate, bladder, and
lung, accounting for up to 25% of all human
cancer deaths (Epstein 2008). As BCCs are read-
ily visible and rarely metastasize, surgical exci-
sion is the most common therapy. However,
surgery is less effective in patients with multiple
tumors, tumors in cosmetically sensitive areas,
and late-stage or metastatic cancer, indicating a
need for additional alternative therapies. After
20 yr of research into the identity and functional
roles of HH pathway components, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved
vismodegib (Erivedge; Genentech/Roche) as a
first generation HH pathway antagonist for the
treatment of late-advanced or metastatic BCC.

Vismodegib is an effective therapy that shrinks
tumors to a manageable size; however, as with
most cancer drugs, some tumors evolve and ac-
quire resistance over time. How these tumor cell
populations adapt to circumvent HH pathway
blockade is an active area of investigation that is
leading to the discovery of next generation ther-
apeutic targets for treating HH-dependent can-
cers. In this review, we will discuss the tradi-
tional therapies to treat BCCs, first generation
of HH pathway antagonists, and how research
into drug-resistant mechanisms are leading to
the development of the next generation of ther-
apeutics for HH-dependent cancers.

HEDGEHOG: AN ESSENTIAL LINK TO BCC

Inappropriate activation of the HH-signaling
pathway drives tumor growth from many areas
of the human body and is responsible for all
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known BCC cases (Varjosalo and Taipale 2008).
The HH pathway derives its name from its li-
gand, of which there are three mammalian ho-
mologs: Sonic Hedgehog (SHH), Indian Hedge-
hog, and Desert Hedgehog. SHH is the ligand
that predominantly operates in the skin (Fig. 1).
In the absence of HH ligand, transmembrane
receptor Patched1 (PTCH1) suppresses the sev-
en-pass transmembrane protein Smoothened
(SMO) and Suppressor of Fused (SUFU) inhib-
its GLIQ1 transcription factors that control HH
pathway response. Any HH isoform will bind
to and inhibit PTCH1, allowing SMO to be-
come active and suppress SUFU, causing activa-
tion of GLI by mechanisms that are still unclear.
GLI amplifies HH target gene expression with
GLI1 serving mainly as an activator, GLI3 main-
ly as a repressor, and GLI2 capable of either func-
tion. Mutations that inappropriately activate
SHH, inhibit PTCH1, or activate SMO comprise
nearly all of known BCC cases (Epstein 2008;
Gomez-Ospina et al. 2012). Combined with ev-
idence that shows HH target gene induction in
human skin grafts results in BCC-like changes
(Callahan et al. 2004), aberrant HH pathway
activation is sufficient for tumorigenesis.

A surprising aspect of the mammalian HH
pathway stems from its requirement for an or-
ganelle called the primary cilium, a microtu-
bule-based structure derived from the mother
centriole during interphase (Huangfu et al.
2003). Primary cilia are found on most cells in
the human body and process signals from sev-
eral signaling pathways, although the HH path-
way is the most well known and studied. Abnor-
malities in cilia and ciliary components give rise
to a variety of developmental defects, or ciliopa-
thies, and cancer (Hildebrandt et al. 2011; Hui
and Angers 2011). HH pathway components
localize and are processed by the primary cili-
um, priming the pathway to accept and amplify
HH signal (Hui and Angers 2011). In the ab-
sence of HH ligand, PTCH1 sits in the cilium
and suppresses SMO activity and localization.
HH ligand binds PTCH1 and promotes its exit
from the cilium, allowing SMO and GLI to enter
the cilium where GLI is processed to its active
form for transport to the nucleus to turn on HH
target genes (Humke et al. 2010; Tukachinsky
et al. 2010). Mutations that disrupt intraflagel-
lar transport (IFT), the mechanism the cilium
uses to move cargo into and out of the organelle,
inappropriately accumulate or lose HH compo-
nents in the cilium and result in defective HH
signal transduction (Keady et al. 2012). In addi-
tion, IFT mutations in Ift88 or Kif3a suppress
primary cilia formation and can either pro-
mote or inhibit BCC proliferation, potential-
ly limiting their effectiveness as a therapeutic
target (Wong et al. 2009). Ift88 or Kif3a muta-
tions can inhibit HH pathway activation and
BCC arising from activating SMO mutations
by blocking GLI processing to its active form,
or accelerate tumors induced by activating GLI
mutations by blocking GLI repressor formation.

TRADITIONAL THERAPEUTICS FOR BCC

BCCs originate from basal progenitors of the
interfollicular epidermis and hair follicle (Ep-
stein 2011). In mice, activation of the HH path-
way by conditional loss of Ptch1 in the interfol-
licular epidermis, follicular bulge, or secondary
hair germ leads to tumor formation (Wang et al.
2011). In contrast, overexpression of a constitu-
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Figure 1. HH pathway activation. (A) In the absence
of HH ligand, ciliary PTCH1 inhibits SMO activity
and ciliary localization. SUFU prevents GLI nuclear
localization and target gene induction. (B) HH li-
gand binds and induces PTCH1 translocation from
the cilia, allowing active SMO to enter the cilia and
suppress SUFU function, allowing active GLI to enter
the nucleus and induce target genes.
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tively active Smo mutation (SmoM2) induces
tumor formation only in the interfollicular epi-
dermis (Youssef et al. 2010). However, wound-
ing can promote tumor formation from the
follicular bulge-expressing SmoM2, in which
progenitorcells from thebulge invadethewound
site causing tumors in rare instances (Kasper
et al. 2011; Wong and Reiter 2011). Alternatively,
expression of a constitutively active Gli2 muta-
tion (Gli2DN) can promote tumors in the epi-
dermis, sebaceous gland, follicular bulge, and
secondary hair germ (Grachtchouk et al. 2011).
These studies reinforce the idea that BCC can
arise from cells competent to receive HH signal
and activate GLI transcription factors and target
genes (Oro et al. 1997; Nilsson et al. 2000; Oro
and Higgins 2003).

BCC typically arises from body areas expos-
ed to sunlight with 80% of cases on the head and
neck (Rubin et al. 2005). Ultraviolet light, smok-
ing, and ionizing radiation are among the risk
factors that can cause driver mutations in the
HH pathway, with light haired and fair-skinned
individuals particularly sensitive. BCCs retain
basal keratinocyte histology, invade as either
branching or nest-like structures, and typically
are superficial with scaly patches or nodular
with pearly nodules that can be crusty or ulcer-
ative. Metastasis is rare with ,1% of cases pro-
gressing to this stage with a median time of 8 yr
after the initial lesion forms.

Local surgical excision and chemotherapy
are the most common traditional therapies to
treat BCC (Rubin et al. 2005). Surgical methods
include curettage (scooping or scraping), elec-
trodissection (burning), cryosurgery (freezing),
surgical excision, and Mohs surgery (progres-
sive excision with real-time pathology). Curet-
tage, electrodissection, and cryosurgery are typ-
ically used for superficial and nodular BCC, but
are inappropriate for recurrent or metastatic
BCC. Nonsurgical methods include radiothera-
py (radiation), topical or injectable chemother-
apy, and photodynamic therapy. Radiotherapy
is used for nonsurgical candidates or difficult
tumor locations and is avoided in patients youn-
ger than 60 yr of age. Photodynamic therapy
involves administering a tumoricidal photosen-
sitizing agent that localizes to the tumor and is

locally activated by visible light. Although ef-
fective in superficial and nodular tumors, re-
currence can limit the effectiveness of this pro-
cedure. Traditional therapies are effective for
superficial and nodular BCC; however, they are
less effective for patients with multiple tumors,
late advanced or metastatic tumors, and BCC
lesions occurring in cosmetically sensitive areas.

TARGETING SMO, FIRST GENERATION
HH ANTAGONISTS

The idea of targeting the HH pathway for treat-
ing HH-dependent cancers came from scien-
tists who observed that a plant ingested by sheep
induced birth defects similar to those in SHH
mice. Cyclopamine is a plant alkaloid and one
of the active ingredients in Veratrum californi-
cum, which was found to induce cyclopia in
offspring when fed to pregnant sheep (Keeler
and Binns 1966). As cyclopia is one of the defects
in mice lacking SHH (Chiang et al. 1996), this
phenotype provided an important connection
between cyclopamine and HH pathway activa-
tion. Cyclopamine was later purified and shown
to potently inhibit SMO (Chen et al. 2002). This
connection invigorated scientists to identify ad-
ditional SMO antagonists using in vitro screens
to sift through thousands of compounds. Sub-
sequent work by several independent groups
led to the discovery of a number of SMO antag-
onists, including vismodegib (trade name Eri-
vedge) as the first FDA-approved SMO inhibitor
for late advanced and metastatic BCC (Robarge
et al. 2009).

Vismodegib is quite effective at suppressing
BCC tumor growth and appears both tumor-
icidal and tumoristatic (Sekulic et al. 2012; Tang
et al. 2012). Many tumors regrew after cessation
of the drug, suggesting the most efficient use
of vismodegib as a therapeutic is to shrink tu-
mors to a manageable level and surgically excise
any remaining tumor clones. Side effects during
treatment were mild to moderate and included
muscle spasms, alopecia, taste loss, weight loss,
fatigue, nausea, decreased appetite, and diar-
rhea. Most, if not all, side effects ceased after
patients stopped taking the drug. A host of
SMO inhibitors are currently in development
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that may be used to treat BCC in the near future
(Table 1). The large number of clinical trials
underway exploring the use of SMO inhibitors
in treating HH-dependent cancers underscores
the intense interest in this class of HH antago-
nists. Currently, SMO inhibitors that are in
phase I or II clinical trials to treat advanced or
metastatic BCC include erismodegib (NVP-
LDE225), XL-139, LEQ506, and BMS-833923
(Tang and Marghoob 2011).

Recent clinical trials showed heterogeneous
responses to vismodegib that depended on the
patient group being treated. The most sensitive
patient population were basal cell nevus syn-
drome (BCNS) patients who carry a PTCH1
mutation that predisposes them to developing
hundreds of BCCs. BCNS patients treated with
vismodegib showed a 100% (38 of 38) response
rate (Tang et al. 2012). Despite many tumors on
each patient, none of these tumors acquired re-
sistance during treatment, as is common with
many other cancer drugs. In contrast, in spora-
dic cases only half of patients (19 out of 33)
in phase I clinical trials with late advanced or
metastatic BCC showed tumor regression with

vismodegib treatment despite having a similar
histology to BCNS patients (Hoff et al. 2009;
LoRusso et al. 2011). In phase II clinical trials,
only 30% (10 of 33) of metastatic and 43% (27
of 63) late advanced BCC patients responded
to vismodegib (Sekulic et al. 2012). In addition,
other HH-driven tumors such as pancreatic or
small cell lung cancers showed little to no re-
sponse to vismodegib despite inhibition of the
HH pathway (LoRusso et al. 2011). These re-
sults suggest slower evolving tumors with low
mutation rates such as sporadic BCC or BCNS
patients will respond well to SMO inhibition,
whereas metastatic BCC with higher mutational
rates have a higher likelihood of acquired resis-
tance before or during drug treatment. In fact,
the rate of acquired resistance in advanced tu-
mor-bearing patients that initially responded to
vismodegib is 21% (6 out of 28) with mean time
to tumor regrowth at 56 wk (Chang and Oro
2012). Taken together, these results indicate a
need to understand tumor evolution to develop
HH antagonists that target patients who do not
initially respond to vismodegib or acquire resis-
tance over the course of treatment.

Table 1. HH pathway antagonists that are in current use, development, or have potential clinical use for
treatment of BCCs

Inhibitor Target Stage of development Reference

Vismodegib SMO In clinical use Sekulic et al. 2012
PF-04449913 SMO Phase I Munchhof et al. 2012
Erismodegib SMO Phase II Skvara et al. 2011
LEQ506 SMO Phase I Lappano and Maggiolini 2011
BMS-833923 SMO Phase I Q2NIH 2013
Saridegib SMO Phase II Tremblay et al. 2009
Itraconazole SMO Phase I Kim et al. 2013
CUR61414 SMO Preclinical Tang et al. 2011
ALLO-1 and 2 SMO Preclinical Tao et al. 2011
Robotnikinin SHH Preclinical Hassounah et al. 2012
5E1 SHH Preclinical Maun et al. 2010
ATO GLI Phase I Kim et al. 2013
GANT-61 GLI? Preclinical Lauth et al. 2007
GANT-58 GLI? Preclinical Lauth et al. 2007
HPI-1 through -4 GLI? Preclinical Hyman et al. 2009
Sirolimus mTOR Phase I NIH 2013
PF-4708671 S6K1 Preclinical Pearce et al. 2010
PSI aPKC Preclinical Atwood et al. 2013

SMO, Smoothened; SHH, Sonic Hedgehog; ATO, arsenic trioxide; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; S6K1, S6

kinase 1; aPKC, atypical protein kinase C i/l.
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EVOLVING DRUG-RESISTANCE

How do tumors bypass SMO inhibition? In
general, tumors are heterogeneous with multi-
ple clones occupying the same lesion. Over the
course of treatment, drug-resistant clones that
are initially present in low numbers can become
dominant as they gain a growth advantage as
sensitive clones die off (Fig. 2) (Diaz et al.
2012; Misale et al. 2012). This suggests initial-
ly targeting multiple pathways may be more
effective than targeting any single pathway.
Understanding how tumors evolve resistance
can direct this “personalized” medicine whereby
prescreening patients before starting therapy
may drive the next generation of cancer treat-
ments. Although little information is known
about resistant mechanisms in BCC, examining
how other HH-driven cancers evolve resistance
suggests BCCs can bypass SMO inhibition
through HH-specific genetic alterations orcom-
pensatory adaptation (Atwood et al. 2012).

Several HH-specific genetic alterations were
discovered in mice and humans harboring SMO
inhibitor-resistant medulloblastoma, an HH-
driven brain cancer (Fig. 3). These studies sug-
gest genetic alterations at or downstream from
SMO can promote resistance to SMO antago-
nist therapy. Multiple point mutations through-

out SMO can block drug interaction while
maintaining high levels of SMO activity (Yauch
et al. 2009; Buonamici et al. 2010; Dijkgraaf et
al. 2011). These mutations occur in the ligand-
binding pocket of SMO and areas thought to
transduce SMO signal. Other genetic alterations
that drive tumor resistance are independent of
SMO and include genetic amplification of select
HH target genes. Gene duplications of CCND1
or GLI2 have been shown to inappropriately
maintain pathway activation even in the pres-
ence of SMO inhibitors in mouse models of
medulloblastoma (Buonamici et al. 2010; Dijk-
graaf et al. 2011).

Compensatory alterations, transient events
in which HH activation occurs in the absence of
genetic alterations in HH pathway genes, have

PTCH1/SMO/SHH
mutation

Secondary
mutation

SMO antagonist

Figure 2. Model of tumor heterogeneity. A normal
cell (green) can convert to a tumor cell (purple) by
acquiring an HH pathway mutation. As the tumor
cell divides, clonal populations (blue) can gain sec-
ondary mutations that promote drug resistance.
When SMO antagonist is applied, tumors with no
resistant clones will shrink whereas tumors with re-
sistant clones will continue to grow.
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Figure 3. Resistance pathways in HH-dependent can-
cers. One of the most common resistance pathways is
Smo mutation in the ligand binding pocket or the
carboxyl terminus. Activation of GLI downstream
from SMO also appears to be a frequent resistance
pathway that can bypass SMO inhibition. GLI is di-
rectly activated by atypical protein kinase C i/l
(aPKC), which requires activation by PDK1. S6 ki-
nase 1 (S6K1) prevents SUFU inhibition of GLI,
and is activated by the phosphoinositide 3-kinase
(PI3K)/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
pathway. PI3K can promote PDK1 activation and
PDK1 can promote mTOR and S6K1 activation,
but whether these molecular events can cause resis-
tance in HH-dependent cancers remains to be deter-
mined. PI3K can also promote resistance in a GLI-
independent manner.
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also been observed to mediate HH-driven tu-
mor resistance. Despite originating outside of
canonical HH pathway genes, compensatory
alterations drive high levels of HH activation
downstream from SMO. These alterations in-
clude up-regulation of the PI3K pathway (Buo-
namici et al. 2010). PI3K and its downstream
effectors were up-regulated in mouse models of
medulloblastoma harboring SMO-resistant tu-
mors. PI3K pathway members were enriched
in resistant tumors at the transcript level over
sensitive tumors suggesting PI3K signaling can
maintain HH pathway activation. PI3K signal-
ing can promote GLI-dependent transcription
in a cellular environment with low levels of HH
ligand (Riobó et al. 2006), suggesting that PI3K
signaling may influence the HH pathway most
effectively when in the presence of Smo antag-
onists.

How PI3K promotes HH signaling is un-
clear, although two components that often act
downstream from PI3K, S6K1 and aPKC, also
show elevated levels in resistant tumors and
are reported to promote GLI-dependent trans-
cription. mTOR pathway component S6K1 was
found to be elevated in esophageal cancers re-
sistant to SMO antagonists (Wang et al. 2012).
S6K1 promotes GLI-dependent transcription
by phosphorylating GLI1, which prevents an in-
hibitory interaction with SUFU that allows GLI
to enter into the nucleus and turn on target
genes. S6K1 is also inappropriately activated in
some medulloblastomas (Dijkgraaf et al. 2011),
suggesting this may be a general resistance
mechanism of HH-dependent cancers. Similar-
ly, aPKC has been shown to be overly active in
vismodegib-resistant BCC (Atwood et al. 2013).
aPKC is an HH target gene that phosphorylates
GLI1 at distinct sites from S6K1, activating GLI1
DNA binding and transcriptional activity to
generate a positive feedback loop that amplifies
GLI-dependent transcription in BCC.

DEVELOPING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF HH ANTAGONISTS

There is phenomenal interest in developing the
next generation of HH antagonists given the
current knowledge of escape pathways HH-

driven tumors use to bypass SMO blockade.
Developing a pantry of effective targeted thera-
pies and prescreening tumors for specific resis-
tant biomarkers will allow physicians to better
treat their patients and curb tumor resistance.
Next generation HH antagonists are currently in
preclinical testing or early phase clinical trials
that target known escape pathways and include
mutant SMO, SHH, GLI, mTOR, S6K1, and
aPKC.

The first set of next generation HH antago-
nists target drug-resistant SMO. D473H (D477G
in mouse) is an acquired mutation in medullo-
blastoma that prevents vismodegib from bind-
ing SMO effectively (Yauch et al. 2009). In an
attempt to find an SMO antagonist that works
in the presence of D473H, one group screened
through 50,000 compounds for small molecules
that inhibit HH pathway activation in the pres-
ence of HH-Ag1.5, an HH agonist that com-
petes with vismodegib and KAAD Q3-cyclopamine
(Tao et al. 2011). Two compounds, ALLO-1 and
ALLO-2, were able to inhibit Gli-luciferase ex-
pression in TM3-Gli-Luc mouse cells regardless
of HH-Ag1.5 concentration. ALLO-1 competes
with BODIPY-cyclopamine (a fluorescent de-
rivative of cyclopamoine) whereas ALLO-2
competes with both cyclopamine and BOD-
IPY-cyclopamine, suggesting that these com-
pounds act separately from vismodegib and on
distinct sites on SMO. Both ALLO-1 and ALLO-
2 significantly inhibited D477G Smo in TM3-
Gli-Luc cells with approximately twofold dif-
ference compared to wild-type Smo, where-
as vismodegib’s effectiveness was reduced by
approximately 200-fold. Saridegib, a derivative
of cyclopamine, was generated by modifying the
structure of cyclopamine in a screen for im-
proved potency and solubility (Tremblay et al.
2009). Saridegib suppressed mouse medullo-
blastoma growth and showed less susceptibility
to D473H SMO mutation-driven HH signaling
than vismodegib in a Gli-luciferase reporter as-
say (Lee et al. 2012).

The following set of next generation HH
antagonists target the GLI transcription factors
(Fig. 3). As all known resistance pathways that
bypass SMO still activate GLI, targeting GLI
directly might prove to be the best option as
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the next level of therapy. Screens of a National
Institutes of Health compound library by an-
other group yielded two molecules that block
GLI transcriptional activity in a cell-based lucif-
erase screen under a GLI1-dependent reporter.
GANT58 and GANT61 were found to block
both GLI1 and GLI2 transcriptional activity
(Lauth et al. 2007). Both GANTs inhibit HH
signaling with an IC50 similar to cyclopamine
and suppress tumor growth in human prostate
cancer xenografts. GANT61, but not GANT58,
blocks GLI1 DNA binding when preincubated
in GLI1-expressing cells presumably by altering
a posttranslational modification as GANT61
does not directly interfere with GLI1-DNA in-
teraction. GANT61 was also found to inhibit
growth of pancreatic tumors and myeloid and
lymphocytic leukemia cells (Desch et al. 2010;
Fu et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2012). The mechanism
of action for both GANTmolecules is still under
investigation.

In a screen of nearly 123,000 compounds
for molecules that block SMO agonist-induc-
ed HH pathway activation in Shh-LIGHT2
cells, scientists identified HPI1 through HPI-4
with IC50 concentrations ,10 mM (Hyman et
al. 2009). HPI-1 and -4 altered GLI2 processing
and GLI1 stability, with the GLI alteration pre-
sumably secondary for HPI-4 as that compound
disrupted ciliogenesis. HPI-2 and HPI-3 altered
GLI2 accumulation in the cilia causing suppres-
sion of GLI2 activity. HPI inhibitors have poor
solubility in water, thus theyare not readily avail-
able to antagonize GLI activity under physiolog-
ical conditions. To improve solubility, HPI-1
was encapsulated into a polymeric nanoparticle
that greatly increasing its bioavailability. Sys-
temic treatment with encapsulated HPI-1 sup-
pressed growth of murine medulloblastoma al-
lografts that harbor the Smo D477G mutation
rendering these tumors unresponsive to vismo-
degib (Chenna et al. 2012). In addition, en-
capsulated HPI-1, in combination with the
chemotherapeutic agent gemcitabine, inhibited
growth of an orthotopic model of hepatocellu-
lar carcinoma better than either treatment alone
(Xu et al. 2012).

Independent screens from a group using lit-
erature searches and approximately 2400 previ-

ously FDA-approved drugs identified arsenical
compounds and itraconazole as potential HH
antagonists. Arsenicals were identified from the
literature given the similarity of their develop-
mental defects ascribed to their exposure to HH
antagonists (Kim et al. 2010a). Arsenic trioxide
(ATO) is a therapeutic agent for acute promye-
locytic leukemia and was found to suppress
HH activation in a cell-based Gli reporter assay
with an IC50 ,1 mM. ATO blocks accumula-
tion of Gli2 to primary cilia and Gli2 stability,
and potently suppressed growth of medullo-
blastoma allografts. Itraconazole is an antifun-
gal with mild cholesterol-lowering activity that
was shown to inhibit luciferase in a cell-based
Gli reporter assay with an IC50 similar to ATO
(Kim et al. 2010b). Low-density lipoprotein was
shown to mediate itraconazole action on HH
pathway activation and was later shown to act
at a site distinct from cyclopamine on SMO.
Recently, combination therapy with ATO and
itraconazole was shown to inhibit allografted
BCC and medulloblastoma tumor growth on
mice better than either agent alone (Kim et al.
2013). Both drugs were still effective in the pres-
ence of all currently known SMO mutations that
block vismodegib or erismodegib, indicating
combination therapy may be the most promis-
ing of the next generation HH antagonists as
they are already FDA approved for other condi-
tions. A phase II clinical trial of itraconazole
for patients with metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer showed promising results as the
high-dose arm of the study showed modest an-
titumor activity and an increase in progression-
free survival (Antonarakis et al. 2013). In addi-
tion, a recently initiated phase I trial will estab-
lish if GLI1 or GLI2 expression is decreased in
BCC patients treated with ATO (clinical trial
#NCT01791894).

aPKC is an intriguing therapeutic target
that was recently identified as a novel activator
of GLI1 transcriptional activity (Atwood et al.
2013). aPKC was discovered through a proteo-
mics screen for factors that bound to the GLI
scaffold protein MIM. Loss of aPKC, or inhibi-
tion with an aPKC-specific peptide inhibitor
(PSI), suppressed HH signaling and growth of
a mouse BCC cell line with an IC50 similar to
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cyclopamine at 5 mM. PSI targeted similar
genes as SMO antagonist Sant-1 in BCC cells
suggesting aPKC activity drives HH pathway ac-
tivity in these cells. aPKC was found to be an HH
target gene that is up-regulated in BCC at both
the RNA and protein levels. aPKC phosphory-
lates GLI1 to promote GLI1 DNA binding and
transcriptional activity. aPKC RNA and protein
is overexpressed in Sant-1-resistant BCC cells,
and PSI treatment was still effective in these re-
sistant cells whereas molecularly distinct cyclop-
amine was largely incompetent. aPKC activity is
increased in sensitive and resistant human BCCs
compared to normal skin, and topical treatment
with PSI was tumor specific and resulted in sup-
pression of tumor growth in mouse BCC allo-
grafts with no apparent effect on other tissues or
nontumorigenic cell lines.

S6K1 is another kinase and potential thera-
peutic target that functions downstream from
mTOR to phosphorylate GLI1 and promote
activity by suppressing the inhibitory GLI1–
SUFU interaction (Wang et al. 2012). S6K1 was
discovered as a TNF-a-specific factor that in-
creased HH pathway activation in esopha-
geal adenocarcinoma (EAC) cells by promoting
Gli1 nuclear localization. Active S6K1 is overex-
pressed in EAC tissue and inhibition of its up-
stream activator mTOR with rapamycin poten-
tiated the effects of vismodegib treatment in EAC
cell lines and mouse xenografts. These results
provide strong preclinical support for the use
of combined therapy to delay growth of SMO
antagonist-resistant tumors. Specific S6K1 an-
tagonists, such as PF-4708671, exist but have
not been tested for their effect on GLI activation
or in S6K1 positive tumors (Pearce et al. 2010).

PI3K signaling, the upstream activator of
aPKC and S6K1, was found to be significantly
up-regulated in gene expression arrays from
erismodegib-resistant mouse medulloblastoma
tumors versus sensitive tumors (Buonamici et
al. 2010). Combination therapy with eris-
modegib and NPV-BKM120, a PI3K inhibitor,
delayed tumor resistance in allografted mouse
medulloblastomas, suggesting that the PI3K
pathway can facilitate tumor resistance. S6K1
phosphorylation was completely inhibited with
combination therapy whereas it was only par-

tially inhibited with NPV-BKM120 alone sug-
gesting that HH pathway inhibition can also in-
fluence S6K1 activation. In fact, combination
therapy with erismodegib and NVP-BEZ235, a
dual PI3K and mTOR inhibitor, suppressed
S6K1 phosphorylation and allografted medullo-
blastoma tumor resistance better than with the
combination therapy without mTOR inhibi-
tion. Although phase I clinical trials are under-
way to assess efficacy and tolerability of mTOR
inhibitors such as rapamycin (sirolimus) in re-
sistant medulloblastoma patients or renal trans-
plant patients who develop a higher incidence
of skin tumors that include BCC (Campbell
et al. 2012), trials with combination therapy
with SMO antagonists will be particularly en-
lightening. Other potential targets downstream
from PI3K include PDK1, a kinase that activates
AKT and aPKC and has several specific small
molecule inhibitors (Peifer and Alessi 2008).
Targeting the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway may
compliment SMO inhibition to improve re-
sponse rates in BCC patients; however, more
preclinical work is needed to define this rela-
tionship.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

BCC is a highly prevalent malignancy with most
sporadic tumors treatable using traditional ther-
apy that includes both surgical and nonsurgical
methods. However, traditional therapies are
not as effective in treating multiple BCCs, tu-
mors in cosmetically sensitive areas, or those
that become highly invasive or metastatic. As
15 yr of preclinical studies implicated HH path-
way activation for BCC growth, subsequent
work toward the development of HH anta-
gonists proved quite promising. Vismodegib
became the first SMO antagonist approved for
treating late advanced or metastatic BCC, a drug
that significantly increased treatment response
compared to traditional methods in BCC pa-
tients with high-grade tumors. This first gener-
ation HH antagonist also revealed the dark side
to cancer therapy: resistance through tumor
heterogeneity.

Mutations accumulate as a tumor grows and
this can allow resistance to develop, especially if
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the tumor is under selective pressure. Under-
standing where these mutations accumulate
and what pathways they affect are driving the
development of next generation HH antago-
nists to treat drug-resistant BCC. Preliminary
evidence suggests the PI3K signaling pathway
as a major resistance pathway in BCC, and drugs
are under development that target many points
of the pathway. Thus, defining escape mecha-
nisms in BCC that bypass SMO blockade will
provide vital information for designing rational
next-generation therapies and continue our
path to eradicate this cancer.
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